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**Title: Ty vs. The People of the Philippines**

**Facts:**
The legal journey began with the filing of seven separate Informations against Vicky C. Ty
for violation of the Bouncing Checks Law, Batas Pambansa Blg. 22 (B.P. 22), by the Regional
Trial Court (RTC) of Manila. These cases stemmed (No. 93-130459 to No. 93-130465) from
seven postdated checks issued by Ty, each amounting to P30,000.00, to Manila Doctors’
Hospital as payments for hospital bills incurred by her mother and sister. Upon deposit, all
checks were dishonored for having been drawn against a closed account. Despite notices of
dishonor, Ty failed to make arrangements for payment, leading to the charges against her.

Ty’s defense revolved around her claim of issuing the checks under duress, expressing that
the hospital demanded such payments for her mother’s discharge, who apparently suffered
from inhumane treatment by the hospital. Ty argued that the issuance was void of any
valuable consideration and done under an uncontrollable fear of  greater injury,  as the
hospital allegedly knew about the insufficiency of funds.

The RTC found Ty guilty, which was affirmed with modifications by the Court of Appeals
(CA), focusing the penalty on fines instead of imprisonment. Ty’s subsequent appeal to the
Supreme Court centered around arguments previously raised and dismissed by the lower
courts, alongside allegations that the courts applied the law mechanically without regard to
justice and equity.

**Issues:**
1. Whether Ty’s defense of issuing checks under uncontrollable fear and without valuable
consideration holds merit.
2.  Whether the knowledge by the payee (hospital)  of  the insufficiency of  funds in the
drawer’s (Ty) account exonerates her from liability.
3. The appropriateness of the legal and factual findings of the lower courts in the conviction
of Ty.

**Court’s Decision:**
The  Supreme  Court  denied  the  petition,  affirming  Ty’s  conviction  with  modifications
regarding penalties. It systematically dismissed Ty’s defenses:

1. **Uncontrollable Fear and Valuable Consideration:** The Court deemed Ty’s claims of
uncontrollable fear speculative and not compliant with legal standards for such a defense. It
underlined that Ty had options other than issuing checks, nullifying her argument of having
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acted under  duress.  Also,  as  Ty,  her  mother,  and sister  benefited  from the  hospital’s
services, the issuance of checks carried valuable consideration.

2. **Payee’s Knowledge of Insufficiency of Funds:** This aspect was deemed irrelevant, as
deceit is not a requisite element for violation of B.P. 22. The law focuses on the act of
issuing a bouncing check, irrespective of the payee’s awareness.

3.  **Application  of  Justice  and  Equity:**  Citing  established  legal  doctrines,  the  Court
clarified that the prosecution met the burden of proof in demonstrating Ty’s knowledge of
the  checks’  insufficiency  and  her  failure  to  arrange  for  payment  following  notice  of
dishonor, justifying her conviction.

**Doctrine(s):**
– The issuance of a bouncing check, even without deceit or harm intended, violates B.P. 22.
– Defenses like uncontrollable fear require stringent proof of immediacy and gravity, which
were lacking in Ty’s case.
– Knowledge of insufficiency of funds by the payee does not affect the drawer’s liability
under B.P. 22.

**Class Notes:**
– **Elements of B.P. 22 Violation:** The making, drawing, and issuance of a check without
sufficient funds upon its presentment within 90 days from the check’s date.
–  **Uncontrollable  Fear  as  Defense:**  Must  prove the existence of  a  grave threat,  its
immediacy, and that it incited fear rendering the person incapable of acting according to
will.
–  **Doctrine  of  Valuable  Consideration:**  Presence  of  consideration  presumed  upon
issuance of a negotiable instrument, requiring the claimant against this presumption to
prove otherwise.

**Historical Background:**
This case reflects the Philippine legal system’s stance on the importance of maintaining the
credibility and reliability of negotiable instruments like checks. B.P. 22 was enacted to
address and prevent the harm caused by the issuance of  unfunded checks,  supporting
commerce and transactions relying on checks as secure methods of payment. The case
reinforces that defenses against violations of B.P. 22 are narrowly construed, emphasizing
the law’s deterrent effect against potential abuse of negotiable instruments.


